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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WORK
Rationale and development degree of the topic. Education
reform in the Republic of Azerbaijan stemmed from the reguirements
of the level and content of its development. It also plans to mobilize
potential opportumities for improving human resources.
Development of education must meet the reguirements of modern
life. The tradition to a new education system (cirriculum) in our
country continues and the results are very gratifying.
From this point of view, mathematical education for its position,
importance of application and for its role in strengthening students
cognitive activity as always stands in a priority position.
“Creation of personality oriented education system consisting of
the results in accordance with needs and requirements of the society,
including new education strategies and assessment of pupil’s
successes is the essence of the work done”.
The new education system refects classification of mathematical
course for the I-IX grades under the name of content lines (sections)
and teaching of mathematical notions in the concentric- spiral shaped
form.
The notion of model and modeling have found necessary
didactic importance and role in this system. The project of “Active
(interactive)” training and school leadership is the main component
of the Education Program of ARTN and UNICEF implemented for
2000-2004 years. The planned and implemented education is built on
the democratic basis. Because in the modern lesson being the main
object of reforms collaboration of teacher-pupil and pupil is taken as
a subject of the education process. Modern lesson must be built in
accordance with important issues of the reform and meet the
comprehensive development of pupils.
The following features of modern lesson is taken as a basis:
1. Modern lesson must be distinguished by the activity of a
teacher and pupil, leading role of the teacher must be felt.
2. In teacher-pupil collaboration, the creative environment
should be established.
3. The pupil rights should be respected, a democratic
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environment in the classroom must prevail.
4. The form of the lesson must be determined in accordance
with the taught topics, independents minds of pupils must be listened
and discussed.
The teacher must approach pupils individually, to reveal their
knowledge and abilities and to take into account in the teaching
process.Active teaching is implemented by means of a lesson.
Therefore the following stages of lesson prevail:
Motivation stage: revealing information around the topic to be
taught. This provides pupils interest to the lesson. A certain event or a
system is chosen and mathematical relations there are revealed
provided that motivation prepare the ground for pupils to understand
the new material.
 Problem statement and conducting heuristicinguiry.
 Depending on the topic of the lesson, diving the pupils into
the groups and conducting a work with groups.
The important of such a form of work is determined as follows:
1. Pupils learn to collaborate or to work together.
2. They learn to judge and to listen.
3. Conditions are created for development of pupils in the team.
4. Pupils learn to think and to act independently.
Problem solving in the mathematics lessons has a didactic
significance.
Modeling of problem solution means to build an equation or a
system of equations reflecting the content of the problem. A problem
solving model reflects the solution algorithm of the problem.
Introduction of textual problems to school teaching of
mathematics comes from the idea of simplification of comprehension
of mathematics. Because a problem fully refects in itself the applied
essence of mathematics as a didactic means. The science of
mathematics helps people in reguirements of their life, makes their
laboureffectient and cost effective and mathematical knowledges and
methods are widely used in studying nature eventsç in navigation, in
measuring on the groundç construction works, irrigation works, etc.
The following two aspects must be taken into account in
learning mathematics.
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1. Concisness and seriousness in the expressions of difinitions
and assumptions of mathematical notions.
2. Understanding of the presented mathematical material by the
pupils.
People have learned to count and use geometrical figures when
they have not been able to write. Figures formed related to the
emergence of a writing culture and mathematics started to develop.
Approximately 3000BC, the babylonians managed to solve a
guadratic equation and used the theorem called now Pythagorean
theorem. Application of practical mathematics as a result of life
reguirements made necessary to create theoretical mathematical
problems.
Pure mathematics gets ahead its applications both for its
content and form.
By developing mathematics, the greeks also turned it into a
logical system. Each notion in mathematics is accepted not by belief
but by justifying it. Mathematics says nothing about reality, but one
of the realitics is obtained from another one and it explaining how it
is obtained. Development of mathematics made necessary creation of
new fieldsç and the borders between these fields were extended.
At present, it is difficult to show accurately the borders between
pure and applied mathematics, between geometry, algebra and
mathematical analysis. Geometrical problems are solved by means of
algebraic methods, algebraic problems are solved by means of
geometrical methods.
Revealing new methods and means greatly helps to
development of mathematics and extension of its application.
It is known that the ways for learning mathematics are applied
in its application as well. The most important of them is the
mathematical modeling model and in scientific literature it is called a
cognition method is well.
Reconstruction of education, its compliance with the
reguirements of the modern period, must serve to reconstruct
theoretical and applied aspects of training in its form and content.
Thus, strengthening the pupils cognitive activity comes to the fore.
This is being ansignifican didactic principle, its role in development
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learning has increasedsignifacintly. Because the activation problem
makes necessary application of cognition in the means providing
activity. So, modernization of education is based on strong activation
means of significant cognitive method and teaching.
One of the components of mathematical education is creation
of new and modern ideas in pupils about mathematics.
In new mathematics textbooks for secondary schools, modern
visual-symbolic means based on new education thinking in the first
turm must enable to master mathematical material faster and wider
content, and to express any text mathematically. For that it is
necessary to remove non-mathematical symbols and features of the
object to be reduced to the mathematical language. Thus, any applied
symbol, scheme, mathematical expression must enable to express
main mathematical characteristics of the object under consideration.
So, a mathematical model and models must enable to describle the
object more comprehensively.
In such a situation in accordance with theoretical, practical
goals of mathematics teaching it is necessary to form knowledge,
skill and habits of pupils [32].
It is known that formation of practical mathematical skills and
habits of pupils begins from primary grades. But for expressing
abilities in the analytical, descriptive-graphic form there are more
opportunitves in the V-VI grades of secondary schools, age and
knowledge level, phychological characteristics of pupils made it
possible.
Construction of a simple mathematical model of real events,
analysis of objects and events according to the structured models
provides to form research-search abilities of pupils.
To this end, the textual mathematical problems describing a real
geometrical situation are considered to be the best means.
Because, when such type problems are expressed in the
ordinary language, the reguirement to express them in formalmathematical language forces a pupil to construct a mathematical
model.
The solution of systematic mathematical problems reduces to
mathematical modeling. In fact, any systematic or textual problems
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can be solved on separate operatoions by building an equation by
graphical description. Solving the problem by building an equation,
modeling the problem content consists of two parts.
1) Expression of the problem content by a scheme, table or
sketch;
2) Constructing an equation or inequality (or their system)
corresponding to the problem;
Teaching of modeling elements in the V-VI grades of school
relates not only to algebraic materials they are successively used in
training geometrical materials as well. This includes teaching of
theoretical material from geometry, the solution of the problems of
geometric content (and constructive problems).
The facts mentioned above were the basis for conducting the
research work “Elements of modeling as a means for increasing the
effectiness of mathematics teaching (in V-VI grades)”.
Research object is the process of mathematics course teaching
in the V-VI grades.
Research subject is to expand the methods for learninh
teaching issues of mathematics planned in content line, to help to
master the topics, to use properlythe “off-line” and “on line”
programs, to raise the abilities of pupils for mathematical and logical
judgement in the V-VI grades.
Purpose of the research:
1. To comment theoretical issues of the problems of teaching
of modeling elemtns on mathematics course for the V-VI grades of
secondary schools.
2. It serves to master the lesson by means of time-saving
different problems that influences on raising the motivation, timesaving and on easy comprehension of the lesson by the pupils in the
V-VI grades.
3. To develop a new methodical system “Modeling elements
as a means for in creasing mathematics teaching” (on V-VI grades).
The objectives of the research are the followings:
 To determine psychological, pedagogical and methodical
bases for using modeling elements in the mathematics lessons of VVI grades.
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 Extensive research of application apportunitions of modeling
elements.
 To determine the role and important of mdeling elements in
development of logical mathematical thinking of the pupils of V-VI
grades.
 Using application of modeling elements, to develop the forms
of organization of mathematics lesson in the V-VI grades and of
training methods for conducting them in accordence with modern
reguirements.
 To test the effectiveness of the new teaching method propared
in accordance with the research topic of the dissertation work by
means of a pedagogical experiment.
Methodological basis of the research is the totality of
principles, methods, theoretical thesis, means and methods applied to
study, understand and improve pedagogical facts, events and
processes.
Research methods:
 Studying scientific-methodical literature related to the
research.
 Studying of best practice of mathematics teachers üorking in
the V-Vİ gradesş
 Familarity with mathematics notebooks of the pupils of V-VI
grades and conducting oral and written interview with them.
 Studying phychological, pedagogical and philosophical
literature related to the research.
 Conducting a pedagogical experiment.
 The methods of observation, comparison, generalization,
experiment, statistics, analysis-synthesis, induction and deduction
and other active teaching methods were used.
The thesis to be definded:
 Justification of new forms, methods and means of active
training related to mathematics.
 Based on new Education Program, to justify necessary and
application opportunities of a mathematical model and modeling
elements in integrative mathematics course for the V-VI grades.
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 Justification of the role of implementation of interdisciplinary
relations of models related to arithmetics, algebra and geometry.
 Justification of the role andopportunities in the development
of logical, abstract mathematical thinking of pupils by means of
textual problems in the V-VI grades.
 Justification ofdescription of matematical characteristics of
any object and event in the form of a model and the use of
mathematical method as a method in teaching.
 Justification of the raise of training elements in mathematics
teaching in the V-VI grades by means of pedagogical experiment.
Scientific novelty of the research consists of extensive development of in teaching problems of various sections of the content
line of mathematics course of V-VI grades, of the existing teaching
problems the technology for using modeling elemets in solving
mathematics problems.
Mathematical model, modelling elements and opportunities
for their application and also to develop and apply a methodical
system in this field that will directly help mathematics teachers in
training in the V-VI grades of secondary schools.
Theoretical importance of the work is to comment mathematical notions as model, mathematical model, modeling,
modeling elements, mathematical modeling on the mathematics
course for V-VI grades in detail and thoroughly from the didactic
point of riew.
Practical importance of the work is to complete preparation of
the method of application of modeling elements on mathematics
course of V-VI grades of secondary schools and to deliver them to
mathematics teachers.
Research hypothesis:
If mathematical modeling elements suggested by the author is
included into the content of mathematics teaching in the V-VI gtrades of
school and modern developmental training methods are used, then:
 the dialectical materialist world view of pupils will expand,
 more effective solution methods of textual, systematic
mathematical problems will be applied,
 determination of mathematical characteristics of any object
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and event will be easier,
 deductive approach in learning geometrical material will be
easier to master and the learning results of pupils will increase.
Research stages. The was conducted on a certain system and
was regularly continued in the following form:
Pedagogical-psychological and scientific methodological
analysis of the problem was carried outç the education system of
Azerbaijan, comparisons, changes related to the problem berween the
countries close to us were analyzed, pedagogically assessed and
certain results were obtained chronically in order to improve the
quality of teaching without leaving the main line.
Appropriate methods and ways of goals and objectives of the
research for performing the research work were generalized and
revealed.
 General results were obtained and analyzed on the basis of
analysis of literature on the results obtained from observations and
experiments.
 The level of testing and assessment of pupils knowledge and
skills, as well as the level of development of degree of skills and
habits are fully studied on the basis of experiments.
Reability and objectivity of the research results is proveded
by theoretical analysis of the problem, the results of pedagogical
experiments that affirm the main thesis of the dissertation quality
level, by positive assesment given by the teachers and participants
involved in the experiment.
Approbation of the research. General thesis of the
dissertation work was periodically reported and certified at the chair
of “Mathematics and its teaching technology” of ASPU,
Furthermore, reports were made at the republican and international
conferences.
The name of the organization where the dissertation work
was executed. The dissertation work was executed at the Azerbaijan
State Pedagogical University.
Structure and volume of the dissertation (in signs
indicating the volume of each structural subdivision separately).
The dissertation consists of an introduction, 2 chapters with 13
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paragraphs, conclusion, a list of used references. Total volume of the
dissertation work – 239602 characters (introduction – 14363, chapter
I – 83176, chapter II - 136799, conclusion – 3839).
MAIN CONTENT OF THE DISSERTATION
In the introduction of the work, the rationale of the work is
justified, object, subject, goals and objectives, assumptions,
methodological base, research methods, scientific novelty, theoretical
and practical importance, the theses to be defended are commented
and a brief information of the research of results is given.
Chapter I of the work is called“Theoretical and appplied
bases of the problem under consideration” and consists of 7
sections.
Section 1“Modelling. Mathematical modeling”. It consists of
two subdivisions and deals with model, mathematical modeling,
imitational models.
Section 2 is called “A model as a language of mathematics
and modeling cognition”.Here it is shown that 2 directions play an
important role in the development of mathematics:
1. Development of mathematics in theoretical direction;
2. Development of mathematics in applied direction.
The second direction is related to practical application of
mathematics.
The problems related to this issue are in this chapter.
Section 3 is called “Application of modeling in modern
education”. Teaching of modeling serves two purposes. Modeling:
1) as the main means or perception and cognition,
2) as the main means of the human’s practical activity.
So, modeling is one of the strategical purposes of education.
Algorithmization, technology and other components are also
considered tactic issues of education.
Section 4 is called“Features and means of mathematical
modeling”.
Section 5 is called “Arithmetical, algebraic and geometric
models of mathematics”. It is known that mathematical course of
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the V-VI grades is an integrative course and consists of the materials
of algebra, arithmetics and geometry.
Section 6 is called “Development perspectives of theoretical
models of mathematics”.
Mathematics has created internal models not only for
arithmetics, algebra, geometry, function of complex variables,
differential equations, etc., it has also provided creation of
mathematical models for natural sciences (mechanics, electrodynamics, thermodynamics, etc. as well).
Creation of a universal cognitive method is the main goal and
objective of modern mathematics.
Section 7 is called “Requirements for didactic functions of
mathematical problems and for excercises system in V-VI
grades”.
Chapter II of the dissertation work is called“Improving the
quality of mastering by applying mathematical modeling
elements (V-VI grades)” and consists of 6 sections.
Section 1 is called “Mathematical modeling as a means for
strengthening the educational activity of pupils” and deals with
efficiency criterion in teaching.
Section 2 is called “Statement of the notions of model and
modeling in scientific methodical literature”and consists of 3
subdivisions (2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3).
This section deals with statement of notion of modeling in the
mathematics course of school, importance of formation and modeling
in informatics course of schools.
Section 3 is called “Statement and application opportunities
of modeling elements in mathematics course of V-VI grades” and
is commended in 3 subdivisions.
Section 4 is called “Psychological-pedagogical features of
mathematical modeling elements in V-VI grades”. Here, the
physchological-pedagogical features of modeling elements are
comprehensively considered.
Section 5 is called “Methodical issues of application of
modeling in mathematics teaching”. In this section, application
modeling and methodical problems of information modeling were
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discussed.
Section 6 is called “Using modeling elements in solving
textual mathematical problems” and consists of 2 subdivisions.
Quality and quantity indices of implementation of objectives
and goals of the dissertation work were determined according to
pedagogical experiments had been carried out at school for 3 years
(2011-2014). The obtained results show that the suggestions put
forward by the author corresponds exactly to reality.
The following scientific results were obtained from theoretical
and experimental research:
1. Continuation of the process of implementation of new
Education Reform and New Education Program realized in the
Republic of Azerbaijan in secondary and higher schools, the analysis
of the results obtained shows that our education is developing in the
right way and the obtained results of teaching show that this process
is irreversible.
2. Modern teaching of subjects in school is an active process,
has been based on democratic, humanistic, personality-oriented
principles. In this process a pupil is a subject of this process and his
independent cognition serves to strengthen his creative activity.
One to a number of specific feature, mathematics training
being a research object of phychologists and methodologists, given
the possibility of modern information-communication technologies
made the implementation of interative training based on pupils active
cognitive activity and thinking methods the topic issue of the day.
3. Bringing to school achievemenets that are acceptable for
teaching mathematics arming pupils with mathematical knowledge
that meet the modern reguirements is the most important problem
facing secondary schools. Imprement of the content and structure of
school mathematics made necessary to modernize mathematics
training methods and means. İncreasing attention to new models and
modeling elementsç expanding its application in training process
ensures the development of pupils mathematical-logical thinking
mathematical speech.
4. The tasks and objectives of mathematical training in V-VI
grades being multifaceted, it brought to the fire necessaryknowledge,
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skills, habits, creative thinking of pupils, mathematical speech,
euristic creative thinking of pupils. To achieve this, it is necessary to
choose multifunctional mathematical problems of didactic character
and to study the ways for solving them. Such problems develops not
only logical thinking, but also mathematical intuition, to conduction
creative research, to use thinking operations.
5. To simplify the solution of the problem, mathematical
modeling ensures the visibility of the expression. Explicit presentation of solution algorithms of problems directs pupils to use
logical operations. The applied analysis, research, help in the first
turn to reveal mathematical relations between the quantities in the
problem and to find necessary and “support point” for solving the
problem. To implement the developmental function of the problem
solution, the solution on the operations (by calculus method) should
be preferred. Then one can consider modeluing of the problem (by
building an equation). Solving the problsm by the calculus method
activates the thinking.
6. Mathematics being a highly abstract science, analytic and
symmetric approaches, transition from abstract to concrete is more
applied to it in teaching appropriate subjects in school. In this issue,
mathematical models have agreat didactic significance in describing
solution algorithms.
7. Cognitive activity plays an important role in mathematical
development of pupils: its scientific basis is the operations of
thinking: comparison, analysis, synthesis, abstraction, generalization
and concreteization.
8. the main duty facing modern school is to form cognitive
activity of pupils and to use effective training methods to implement
it. One of them is a differentiated approach, here each pupil
independently solves the problem and independently determines the
way for solving it. Mathematical modeling plays a significant role in
the realization of this method.
9. Development of graphic and spatial ideas of pupils makes
necessary to learn geometrical elements by means of modern
interactive teaching methods, to teach them to build simple
geometrical figures (description of geometrical figures, identification
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of sort-kind relations, measuring, building of an angle, measuring of
geometrical quantities as length, area and volume, classification of
angles, classification of triangles, etc.). These knowledges play an
important role in visualization of the content, i.e. in modeling.
“Pedagogical experiment and its results are given at the end
of chapter III”.
The dissertation work ofters a pedagogical experiment for
verifying the assumption given in the work and to determine
efficiency of the methodes of teaching of mathematical materials
using mathematical modeling elements when teaching mathematics
in V-VI grades.
The dissertation work was performed during 2012-2015.
Pedagogical experiment conducted in certain stages covers
2011-2014 years and has a great importance in determining the
mastering of the materials of the mathemtics content line of V-VI
grade pupils, in researching theoretical problems when applying
mathematical modeling elements in this field. To substantiate
practically our assumptions that we made at the beginning of the
research, we prepared a methodical system on expanding application
of mathematical modeling elements in teaching process and in
teaching mathematics content line (V-VI grades) in school and
identified the school where the experiment will be held. We
exchanged views and had consersations on the aim and objectives of
the work with mathematics teachers of the schools and distributed
educational materials with the necessary instructions to them. İt
should be noted that the pedagogical experiment was carried out in
the following schools by separating the experimental and control
grades:
1. The city of Sheki, schools № 5, 7 and 14
2.The city of Sheki, schools 11,17 and 20
3. The city of Sheki, schools 1,2 and 3.
Furthermore, the pedagogical experiment was carried out
sequentially covering various years:
Stage I - 2011-2012 years
Stage II - 2013-2014 years
In order to determine breadth and depth of spatial imagination,
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problems of application of mathematical modeling elements, the
level of comprasion, generalization, abstractization, concretezation
abilities by means of inductive and deductive approaches the use of
logical elements in justification and substantitation process,
definition of conditions, data and desired quantities in calculus
problems, the way how the mathematical modeling elements are used
in solving any mathematical problems, the pupils were presented
several exercises Furthermore, special consideration of psychological
readiness of teachers participating in the experiment, the role of
psychological aspects in mathematics teaching and their influence on
pupilssuccesses were highlightened.
It is necessary to note that the exercises presented to pupils
were appropriately chosen adequate to the program of this class and
the result of the research. In some special cases the followings were
included into the content of exercises:
1) research of actual probvlems of the use of the notions of
mathematical modeling elements in solving mathematical problems;
2) proper and complete determination of advantages when
applying mathematical modeling elements in solving mathematical
exercise;
3) clearification of the problem of application of theoretical
knowledge to concrete situation compliance of theoretical and
practical knowledges of pupils when solving the problem;
4) application of generalization and analogy, at the same time
formation of pupils analysis and synthesis skills;
5) working with mathematical symbols, moving from special to
general;
6) to solve mathematical problems not by habit but to solve
researching in a logical way, to implement modeling in a more
convenient form.
As a result of solving such problems, pupils master new
knowledge and rules. To achieve the goal of the research, the
pedagogical experiment was carried out in a number of stages and we
can divide them into categories as follows:
-it consists of revealing the level of the logical judgement,
mathematical logic and the ability of making generalizations,
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expansion and depth of spatial thinking, the ability to solve nonstandard problems with no concrete data and with literal data, the
ways and means for developing mathematical skills and the level of
psychological state of pupils in V-VI grades.
It should be noted that during the experiment, the lessons were
heard in education institutions, the activity of pupils during teaching
process was observed, certain observations and comparisons were
carried out, written and oral examination, were conducted with
pupils. The analysis of research work conducted with pupils, the
results of performed mathematical exercises showed that agreat
majority of pupils failed to the mathematical modeling elements in
the reguired level, had diffisulties in performing mathematical
calculations quickly.
In the school mentioned above, questionnaire surway was conducted with mathematicsteachers. As a result of questionnare it was
determined that even the teachers tried to use mathematical modeling
elements, active teaching methods (euristic, interactive, etc) in
teching process, a great majority of pupils meets difficulties and can
not apply the gained knowledge to the solution of concrete exercises.
During the experiment, the shortcoming in program mastering
process and at the same time the shortcoming in practical knowledge
and skills, mathematical difficulties that pupils face, were again
specified and appropriate changes and corrections were made in the
content of teaching (in the system of prefared mathematical systems)
for removing them.
In stage I of the pedagogical experiment various mathematical
problems were introduced directed to deep mastering and
strengthning teaching material on mathematics in V-VI grades. When
realizing the experiment, one of the factors to be taken into account
is a psychological factor. So, in teaching geometrical material it is
very important to determine logical and psychological aspects.
These elements manifest themselves in two forms and they are
the followings:
-Logical aspect: in explanation the level of the use of
mathematical modeling elements in the process of solving the
problem, in real judgement or in the problem solving process.
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-Psychological aspect: This aspect manifests itself in inner
activity and phychological state of a pupil.Teacher must feel and
reveal this factor. Pupil’s psychological state should be directed to
correct understanding. Because mastering level of the taught
material, the learned lesson is directly connected with his
psychological state. So, determination of investigative way, increase
in the ability to imagine of a pupil is directly conditioned by the
development of sensory perception and this factor is directly
“discovered” by the teacher.
Note that knowledge level of V-VI grade pupils (percentage of
mastering the answers to the solution of mathematical exercises) was
calculated by the following formula and was generalized in the tables
given in the dissertation work.
M1 

X

100;

M2 

X

100
N1
N2
Here: M1and M2is knowledge level of pupils,

X

is the
amount of ones who answered correctly; N1 and N 2 is the amount of
pupils.
For verifying efficiency of our method, we obtained the
following formula:

P    P  
 100%
N
Here: U ef . is an efficiency index;
U ef . 

P  are correct answers;
P  are wrong answers;
N is the amount of pupils;
The result of control experiment are given in Table 1 and Table
2. The result of exercises performed by pupils were expressed as a
percentage in the tables.
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Table 1
Mastering (in %)

Efficiency of
teaching (in %)

Average

Amount of pupils

The city
Sheki school
№ 5, 7 and
14
The city
Sheki school
№: 11,17
and 20
The city
Sheki school
№ 1, 2 and 3

Grades

Schools

Marks

K

186

14

44

65

63

66,1

32,2

E

187

23

79

64

21

88,7

77,5

K

184

12

46

65

61

66,8

33,6

E

183

20

81

64

18

90,1

80,3

K

185

13

45

64

63

65,9

31,8

E

185

21

80

62

22

88,1

77,3

K
E

185
185

13
21

45
80

65
63

62
21

66,1
88,6

32,3
77,3

“5”

“4”

“3”

“ 2”

Table 2
Schools
The city Sheki school
№ 5, 7 and 14
The city Sheki school
№ 11,17 and 20
The city Sheki school
№ 1, 2 and 3

Quality index
Mastering Efficiency
Experiment Control difference difference
(in %)
(in %)
(in %)
(in %)
88,7

66,1

22,6

45,3

90,1

66,8

23,3

46,7

88,1

65,9

22,2

45,5

Analysis of the results of the experiment shows that compared
to control classes in experimental classes the number of pupils who
received “excellent” marks increased average for 9 pupils, the
number of pupils with “good” marks increased for 36 pupils and vice
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versa, the number of pupils with “satisfactory” marks decreased for
“4” pupils.
Thus, comparing knowledge level of experimental class pupils
and control class pupils, it becomes clear that in experimental classes
the mastering percentage of pupils compared to control class pupils
was 22,4% higher, efficiency for 45,5% higher.
Comparing the indices of expermental and control classes it is
explicitly observed that when pupils generalizing and developmental
exercises their:
- mathematical, logical thinking develop,
- spatial imagonations expand,
- their abilities for using mathematical modeling element
expand,
- mathematical worldview expands,
- abilities for using mathematical modeling elements during
solving a problem develop,
- show great interest in solving mathematical problems,
- succesfully perform in mathematics olympiads (especially in
international olympiads).
In general, during the experiment it was observed that performance of mathematical exercises providing deepening and
improvement of mathematical knowledge ona regular basis increases
the level of pupils knowledge, skills and habits and helps to intensive
progress in overall development of V-VI grade pupils.
Our observations once more show that though the pupils face
certain difficulties in using mathematical modeling elements, they
show enthusiasm and effort to interact closely, to collect many
mathematical information in different forms and to use them when
necessary. And this increases efficiency and quality of the work done.
Conclusions
1. The materials of mathematics subject in V-VI grades of
secondary schools are very rich by its content and its teaching
opportunities are very wide. By means of mathematical exercises
pupils strengthen their theoretical knowledges and are acqainted with
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new knowledges. Especially, studying new knowledges by applying
mathematical modeling elemets is the main factor that influences on
quick and efficient mastering of mathematical information.
Execution of theoretical knowledges by means of generalizing and
developmental exercises by pupils in practice makes necessary to
take into account logical-physchological aspects. It is very necessary
to prepare educating program packets on the use of mathematical
modeling elements in the Azerbaijanian language when teaching
mathematics in V-VI grades.
2. It was found that deductive analysis of mathematical
knowledge of pupils is very poor.
3. It was once more revealed at the result of experiments that
there is an opportunuity to overcome difficulties encountered in
solving mathematical exercises by using mathematical modeling
elements.
4. In order to develop mathematical thinking, creative
judgment of pupils it is necessary to direct attention to the solution
of non-standard problems, especially to factor of more flexible and
clear delivery of information to the opposite part using mathematical
modeling elements.
5. Proper use of mathematical modeling elements in solving
exercises has a positive effect on psychological state of pupils.
6. Along with the use of mathematics subject in V-VI grades in
interdisciplinary integration, it is necessary to pay serious attention to
the establishment of relations between them in teaching other
subjects. We think that the study of generalizations is one of the best
means in this regard.
7. Comparison of knowledges of V-VI grade pupils showed
that using mathematical modeling elements in mathematics teaching
process, making the process of mathematics teaching colorful in both
form and content we create opportunities for pupils to expand and
deepen their mathematical knowledge.
8. The most common problem in the classification of education
programs in mastering mathematics content line materials in V-VI
grades, is that the use of mathematical modeling elements is
minimal.
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